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ABSTRACT
In this work, we have developed a novel air quality monitoring system capable of
detecting multiple air quality parameters including VOCs, CO2, particulate matter of
various sizes, formaldehyde, ambient pressure, humidity, and temperature. In addition it
has cellular connectivity for real time data transmission that can be recorded and
processed through cloud connectivity as well as being GPS enabled. The system is built
around a Particle Electron microcontroller which is capable of collecting signals and also
transmitting them wirelessly to the cloud for retrieval at a remote location.

The system

differs from existing systems in the market in both the ability to take accurate
measurements and to have complete portability. The former is enabled by careful
consideration of design constraints and the latter by an onboard external battery pack that
is included in the system to supply portable rechargeable power. In this thesis we have
demonstrated the performance of our system’s various sensors as well as having
compared it to the best existing system on the market to show its superior characteristics.
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION
1.1 The Need for Air Quality Monitoring
Indoor air quality is an important aspect of our everyday life as human beings due
to the fact that poor air quality has been linked to numerous acute and chronic conditions.
These conditions can range from decreased concentration and cognitive function to sleep
issues as well as the possibility of autoimmune conditions like asthmas, cancer, or
nervous system damage. In addition to possibly causing asthmas, increased air pollutant
concentrations can cause increased episodes of asthmas attacks and other respiratory
issues. This is important because out of the roughly 330 million people living in the
USA, 25 million have asthma, 15 million have been diagnosed with COPD, and 12
million are estimated to be un-diagnosed. That is a total of 16% of the population that
can have their daily lives affected by pollutants in the air such as VOCs and particulate
matter. Also, according to the World Health Oragnization (WHO) up to 91% of the
world’s population live in areas where air pollution exceeds safe daily limits as well as
that air pollution is the fourth largest killer of people on Earth with 7 million people
dying each year as a result of breathing polluted air [1]. This is because, unlike smoke,
dust, and smog, many of the most dangerous air pollutants are not detectable through
sight or smell such as CO2, formaldehyde, and most VOCs. Even simple indoor activities
can potentially produce dangerous air quality including cooking, painting, heating your
home, and even having a pet. Short term exposure to these poor air conditions can result
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in headaches, dizziness, and fatigue while long term exposure can lead to respiratory
diseases, dehydration, and heart diseases.
1.2 Air Quality Parameters to Monitor
The importance of indoor air quality does not stop with just the types of gasses in
the air. Other important factors to human health include the temperature, the humidity,
the pressure, and the particulate matter (also known as dust) floating in the air. Because
of this, the system requirements include the ability to measure CO2, VOCs, particulate
matter of multiple different sizes, formaldehyde (HCHO), temperature, pressure, and
humidity. For comfortable conditions, it is recommended that the indoor air temperature
should range from 73ºF to 79ºF in the summer and 68ºF to 75ºF in the winter [2]. High
humidity levels (greater than 60%) can lead to mold growth and possibly dehydration
which can be dangerous [3]. High CO2 and VOC levels can lead to lowered cognitive
function, drowsiness, and lower activity levels. Furthermore, prolonged CO2
concentrations above 1,000 ppm generally indicate inadequate ventilation [4,5]. A table
summarizing the various levels of indoor and outdoor levels of the various parameters is
given in Table 1.1.

Parameter
CO2 (ppm) [6]
VOC (ppb) [7]
Formaldehyde (ppb)
[8]
Particulate Matter
(ug/m3) PM2.5 [9]

Table 1.1 Air Quality Parameter Ranges
Outdoor
Indoor (norm)
Indoor (high)
250-350
350-1,000
1,000-5,000
0-10
0-220
220-2200
0-100
0-750
750-2000

Dangerous
>40,000
>2200
>2000

<1

>25

<1

1-2.5
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1.3 Current Marketplace of Air Quality Monitoring
There is currently a wide selection of air monitoring devices available ranging
from small systems that use Bluetooth and your phone to full systems that are mounted
on the wall and store all gathered data on the cloud for remote retrieval. However most
of these devices cost upwards of a thousand dollars to purchase and often have recurring
costs to connect to data storage systems.
The two main examples of these devices are the Airthinx IAQ™ and the uHoo
[10,11]. The Airthinx device costs roughly $700 per unit to purchase initially with a
monthly cost of $30 per unit for data collection and storage. This specific device has the
ability to measure particulate matter at the 1, 2.5, and 10 nm size, CO2 concentrations,
VOC concentrations, formaldehyde concentrations, the temperature, the humidity, and
the pressure which provides the needed general air quality data. It is also equipped with
both wifi and cellular communication systems and a GPS to allow for home use and
portability. An Airthinx system is shown in Figure 1.1.

Figure 1.1 Airthinx System [10]
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In comparison, the uHoo device costs $329 per unit to purchase. This device is
capable of measuring the temperature, pressure, humidity, CO2 concentration, VOC
concentration, NO2 concentration, CO concentration, O3 concentration, and PM2.5.
Unlike the Airthinx, this system requires wifi to operate and is not portable. An uHoo
system is shown in Figure 1.2.

Figure 1.2 uHoo System [11]
In addition to the Airthinx and uHoo systems, there are countless other systems
that are made for your home that can give you live data about the air quality but have no
data storage system such as the Airthinx Wave and the Huma-i.
We have designed and developed a system with similar capabilities of the
Airthinx and uHoo systems with improved functionality and accuracy. However, due to
the facts that our system design requires data storage and complete portability and that
the Airthinx measures the same air quality parameters that our system does, we have used
the Airthinx system as a base for comparisons.
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CHAPTER TWO
SENSOR COMPONENT SELECTION
2.1 Choices for Sensors and Components
We carefully considered off the shelf components for each parameter to compare
characteristics to determine their compatibility with our design and then chose the best
sensor for each parameter. The sensitivity, selectivity, size, response time, and power
consumption of each component selected was optimized to allow for the final system to
be small, accurate, and capable of being powered using a small external battery.
The first major choice in components was the microcontroller that runs the
system. The major microcontroller manufacturers considered included Microchip,
Particle, Raspberry Pi, and Arduino. Table 2.1 shows a comparison of the best suited
microcontrollers created by these companies.

Specification
Controller
Size (inches)
Weight
Cost
Input Voltage
Digital Pins
Analog Inputs
Analog Outputs
PWM Outputs
UART Ports
SPI Ports
I2C Ports
JTAG Ports
Built-in WiFi
Built-in
Cellular
Built-in
Bluetooth

Table 2.1 Microcontroller Comparison
Microchip
Particle
Raspberry Pi
PIC32
Electron
Pi Zero
0.5x0.75x2.1
0.8x0.65x2.05
0.2x1.2x2.6
8 grams
10 grams
9 grams
$28.50
$69.00
$5.00
3.3 V
3.88-12 V
5V
34
20
40
1
12
0
0
12
0
5
11
4
2
3
1
2
1
2
2
2
1
0
1
0
No
No
Yes

Arduino
Uno
0.8x2.1x2.7
25 grams
$16.50
7-20 V
14
6
0
6
1
1
1
0
No

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

Yes

No
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The first sensor requirement analyzed was a sensor to measure the atmospheric
conditions such as temperature, humidity, and pressure (referred to as THP in this paper).
Due to the fact that there were a multitude of options for this sensor, we purchased some
of the top rated sensors to test and compare.
The next sensor to be considered was the CO2 sensor requirement. For this, we
looked toward the Gravity infrared CO2 sensor (SEN0219) and the Sensirion SCD30
(SCD30). The SEN0219 sensor is a simple analog sensor that operates using a five volt
source. The SCD30 also operates with a five volt source but uses UART or I2C for
communication while also being able to measure temperature and humidity. An
overview of the comparison between the two sensors is shown in Table 2.2.
Table 2.2 CO2 Sensor Comparison

Image

Sensor
Company
Price
Voltage
Peak Current
Lifetime
Range
Accuracy
Response Time
Interface
Dimensions
Footprint

SEN0219
Gravity
$65
4.5-5.5 V
150 mA
5 years
0-5,000 ppm
50 ppm
120 seconds
Analog
(37x69)mm / (1.5x2.75)inches
2253mm2 / 3.5inches2

Other Qualities

Linear output
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SCD30
Sensirion
$58
3.3–5.5 V
75 mA
15 years
400-10,000 ppm
30 ppm
20 s
UART / I2C
(35x23)mm / (1.4x1.0)inches
805mm2 / 1.25inches2
Measures temperature and
humidity

Next the need for the detection of particulate matter (PM) is examined. The two
PM sensors we compared were the Sensirion SPS30 and the Honeywell HPM. The
comparison of the two can be seen in Table 2.3.
Table 2.3 PM Sensor Comparison

Image

Sensor
Company
Price
Voltage
Peak Current
Lifetime
Particle Size
Range (mass)
Range
(concentration)
Accuracy
Response Time
Interface
Dimensions
Height
Other Qualities

SPS30
Sensirion
$52
4.5-5.5 V
80 mA
>8 years
1, 2.5, 4, 10
0-1000 g/m3

HPM
Honeywell
$40
4.8-5.2 V
80 mA
7 years
2.5, 10
0-1000 g/m3

0-3000 #/cm3

NA

10
5s
UART / I2C
(41x41) mm / (1.6x1.6) inches
12 mm / 0.5 inches
Mass and Concentration

15
<6 s
UART
(36x43) mm / (1.7x1.4) inches
24 mm / 0.9 inches
Mass only

Next the market place of sensors for the detection of volatile organic compounds
(VOCs) was examined. The two VOC sensors we compared were the Figaro TGS 2602
and the AMS Core C. The comparison of the two can be seen in Table 2.4.
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Table 2.4 VOC Sensor Comparison

Image

Sensor
Company
Price
Voltage
Range
Interface
Dimensions
Height

TGS 2602
Figaro
$24.99
3.3 V
100-100,000 ppb
Analog
radius: 4mm
7.8 mm

Core C
AMS
$18.99
3.3 V
>125 ppb
I2C
15.2 x 17.8 mm
4.3 mm

When it comes to the GPS sensor for the device, the main decision to be made
was to determine whether to use an external or internal antenna. We selected one GPS
sensor with an externally attached antenna and one with an internally included antenna
for comparison. The summary of this comparison is shown in Table 2.5.
Table 2.5 GPS Comparison

Image

Sensor
Company
Antenna
Location
Price
Voltage
Peak Current
Sensitivity
Interface
Dimensions
Height

SIM28
Grove

XA1110
SparkFun

External

Internal and/or External

$26
3 – 5.5 V
Unknown
-160 dB
UART
(40x20) mm / (1.6x0.75) inches
15 mm / 0.6 inches

$49.95
3.3 V
20-35 mA (25 mA typical)
-165 dB
UART or I2C
(25x79) mm / (1.0x3.1) inches
5 mm / 0.2 inches
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2.2 Selected Sensors and Components
Once all parameters had been considered and options to sense each parameter
were discovered, the best component for each parameter was chosen. The first decision
to be made in the design of the system was to determine which microcontroller to use to
control the system and communicate the data. Due to the desire for this system to be
used within the internet of things (IOT), the microcontroller used needed to be capable of
either Wi-Fi connection or mobile data connection. Out of these two options, the mobile
data was preferable due to the ability to be used anywhere. In addition to this wireless
communication requirement, the microcontroller needed to be capable of analog inputs as
well as various communication protocols such UART, I2C, and SPI. The microcontroller
chosen to accomplish these tasks was the Particle Electron microcontroller.
After researching possible sensors, it was quickly found that most sensors that
measure only pressure have the same cost as those that measure THP. There are many
sensors that measure THP on the market that have very similar size and performance thus
the lowest cost sensor was selected. This sensor is the popular BME280 combined THP
sensor made by Bosch on a breakout board. The data on this sensor is shown in Table 2.6.
Table 2.6 THP Sensor Specifications
Voltage

1.7-5.5 V

Peak Current

< 800 A

Price
Humidity
0-100 %RH
3
0.008

$8
Pressure
0.3-1.1 atm
1.2x10-4 atm
1.776x10-6 atm
(17.5x15.5) mm /
(0.7x0.6) inch

BME280
Range
Accuracy
Resolution
Response Time
Interface

Temperature
-40-185ºF
1ºC / 1.8ºF
0.01ºC / 0.018ºF
1s
I2C / SPI

Dimensions
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In respect to the CO2 sensor, due to the response time, higher power consumption,
and shorter operation lifetime, the SEN0219 was rejected in favor of the SCD30 for use
in the project. For the particulate matter sensor options, the detection range, accuracy,
and physical size of the two units were nearly the same. The SPS30 was the selected as
the sensor to use because of its capability to detect additional particle sizes as well as
having a flexible interface (I2C and UART).
In the selection of a VOC sensor, given that the AMS Core C has a lower price,
uses an I2C interface, and does not require external biasing circuitry, the Figaro TGS
2602 was rejected in favor of the AMS Core C.
After testing multiple formaldehyde sensors that each had various issues,
eventually the Gravity HCHO sensor was tested and resulted in the most desirable results.
Table 2.7 shows the specifications for this sensor.
Table 2.7 HCHO Sensor Specifications
Gravity HCHO
Price
Voltage
Range
Interface
Dimensions
Height

$49.50
5V
0-5 ppm
Analog / UART
38 x 28 mm
15 mm

Finally, the GPS sensors were compared. After purchasing both sensors and
comparing them, the SparkFun AX1110 was determined to be the better equipped GPS
sensor for the task. This is due to the higher reliability of the device as well as smaller
overall packaging.
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CHAPTER THREE
CIRCUIT DESIGN AND FABRICATION
3.1 Individual Component Circuit Diagrams
The next step in the design process was to create a circuit design for use in
representing the system as well as for use when working with the sensors and
microcontroller. Before creating the circuit design, it was important to note all
connections that the final system would use to function. A block diagram summarizes
these connections in Figure 3.1.

Figure 3.1 System Block Diagram
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To create the circuit diagram, we first took a look back at the selected sensors and
the communication protocols useable with each to determine the circuit diagrams for each
component. The communication protocols supported by each sensor that was selected
are shown in Table 3.1.

Supported
Protocols
Analog
UART
SPI
I2C

BME280
(ATM)



Table 3.1 Sensor Interface Protocols
SCD30
SPS30
Core C
(CO2)
(PM)
(VOC)








Gravity
(HCHO)



XA1110
(GPS)






The communication protocol options, in general, include analog signals, UART
communication, SPI communication, and I2C communication. Analog signals are simply
ones where the sensor gives an analog voltage that is related to the parameter being
sensed based on a known equation/relationship. UART communication stands for
Universal Asynchronous Receiver Transmitter and is based on a physical circuit within
the sensor/component. This communication system uses only two wires to send data;
however, it is limited to only being able to connect two devices (one slave device and one
master device) and having a maximum of 8 bits per data packet (more bits allowed in SPI
and I2C) [12]. SPI communication, in comparison, uses four wires to connect devices.
These include MOSI/SDI (master-out-slave-in/serial-data-in), MISO/SDO (master-inslave-out/serial-data-out), SCLK (serial-clock), and SS/CS (slave-select/chip-select).
Because of the SS/CS connection, multiple slave devices can be connected to one master
devices by controlling the slave select pins on the devices separately so that only one
device is reading the sent data at any one time [13]. The disadvantages of SPI
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communication include the lack of an acknowledgement that the data has been
successfully received (present in I2C) and the lack of an error checking mechanism
(present in UART). Finally, I2C combines the best features of UART and SPI
communication. Like SPI, multiple slave devices can be connected to one master while it
is also possible to have multiple master devices controlling each slave device. Like
UART, I2C only uses two wires to transmit data (SDA and SCLK) [14]. I2C
communication operates based on the fact that each slave device being used has a
different inbuilt address. These addresses are 7 to 10 bits long (normally 7) and are used
to identify which device for which a particular data packet is meant. In I2C, each data
packet is led by the address of the device that it is meant for to allow for selectivity while
only using two wires.
Since three different sensors support I2C communication and I2C communication
can support up to 127 different sensors connected to the same I2C port, the use of I2C
communication protocol made the most sense to use. However, since neither the GPS
unit nor the HCHO sensor support I2C, we used UART and an analog pin for each
respectively.
Tables with the pin descriptions for each sensor were then made to help with the
process of determining circuit connections. After creating the tables, the pin connections
became simple. Based on the Particle Electron pin map in Figure 3.2 all connections
were determined.
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Figure 3.2 Particle Electron Pin Connections
The I2C clock pin is D1 while the I2C data pin is D0. The top left pin is capable
of supplying a 5 volt power source while the pin below it is grounded. These four pins
make up the needed I2C connections. The Core-C VOC sensor requires a 3.3 volt source
which the top right pin can supply. For the UART connection, the same power and
ground pins are used while the pins below them are the TX and RX pins. The analog
input from the HCHO sensor can be placed on any of the analog-to-digital pins (A0-A7
or B2-B5) to be read using the 12 bit ADC system. The decision was made to use A0 to
read in from the HCHO sensor and use the 5 volt pin to supply power to the motor. The
final wiring diagram for the circuit is shown in Section 3.2 while all individual sensor
connections are listed in the following tables.
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Table 3.2 Gravity HCHO Sensor Connections
HCHO
Analog
Output
5V
GND

Table 3.3 DC Fan Connections
Fan
5V
GND

Table 3.4 BME280 Pin Connections
VCC
5 volt source
GND

Ground

SCL

SPI/I2C clock

SDA

SPI/I2C data in

CSB

Chip Select for SPI

SDO

Output data for SPI

Table 3.5 SCD30 Pin Connections
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Table 3.6 SPS30 Pin Connections

Table 3.7 AMS IAQ Core C Pin Connections
1: No connection
2: SCL
1
2
3

3: GND
4
5
6

4: 3.3V
5: No connection
6: SDA

3.2 Final Circuit
Using the connections described above, a full circuit diagram was constructed to
allow for the connection of all sensors, the GPS module, the fan, and the microcontroller.
This diagram allowed for simple circuit creation due to the fact that only 6 pins on the
microcontroller were needed. This final circuit diagram is shown below in Figure 3.3.
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Figure 3.3 Final Circuit Diagram
After developing this circuit diagram, the system was tested on a breadboard to
ensure functionality as discussed in the next chapter. After the circuit design was tested
and proved to be operational, the circuit was redesigned on the Eagle CAD PCB design
software. Following this, the design was then sent to the JLCPCB Company for
manufacturing.
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CHAPTER FOUR
BREADBOARD AND PCB BASED SENSOR TESTING
4.1 Individual Component Testing and Software Development
Our process started with testing each sensor component using simple wiring onto
a breadboard. Once satisfied that each component was operating correctly and would
fulfill the needed requirements, the circuit design was transferred into EAGLE, a PCB
designing software, in order to create a PCB for the system. The procedure followed
during the breadboard based testing is described in Sections 4.1.1 through 4.1.7.
4.1.1 Microprocessor Setup
The first steps taken when starting were to setup the Particle Electron by
registering it and connecting it to the cloud. After doing this, we tested to ensure that the
Particle Electron was able to connect to the cloud for data acquisition, remote control,
and remote reprogramming. To do this, we used a pre-generated code that simply
counted the number of seconds since start up then sent a simple message to the cloud
once every ten seconds. This and all future software was formatted as follows: library
header file inclusions, information definitions and declarations, variable creation, the
setup function, the repeated loop function. This program was sent to the Particle Electron
through the use of remote flash, and it had an in-built command that was runnable from
the online console that toggled the blue LED on the Particle Electron. This LED toggling
function was also included in all future software to allow for a simple method to test the
microcontroller’s connection to the cloud.
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4.1.2 Communication Address Detection
After this test of the Particle Electron, the code for each sensor was written. The
first code written was code to determine the I2C addresses of the SCD30 (CO2), the
SPS30 (PM), and the BME280 (TPH) sensors. This code is shown in Appendix A. The
function of this code was to simply check all 127 possible I2C addresses for a response to
determine which address a specific device used. When the three sensors were wired to
the I2C port, the code displayed that devices were found at addresses 0x61, 0x69, and
0x76 respectively. The method to determine which sensor related to which address was
to only connect one sensor at a time to the I2C port. This method was later used to
determine the I2C address of all sensors.
After determining the I2C address of the BME280, SCD30, and SPS30, the codes
for each of these three sensors needed to be written. We started with the BME280.
4.1.3 BME280 Setup
After wiring the BME280 as shown in the final circuit diagram from Chapter 3,
the software used to operate the sensor was developed. The pre-existing
adafruit_BME280.h header file was used to simplify the software development for this
sensor due to the fact that it created the memory structures and I2C communication
functions needed to interface with this sensor. For this code, the only declaration needed
was to define the interface method being used as I2C with the use of the command
“Adafruit_BME280 bme;” which was defined in the header file. A float vector of size
three was declared to store the data gained from the sensor. In the setup function, the I2C
interface was initiated at address 0x76 then checked for a successful connection. If the
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connection was successful the code continued to the loop function to read data while if it
failed to connect the loop function simply did nothing. In the loop function, when there
was a successful connection, the following steps occurred: the temperature (given in
Celsius) was read in and converted to Fahrenheit, the pressure (given in Pascals) was read
in and converted to atmospheres, the humidity (given as a percentage) was read in. This
data was then printed to the cloud as a message formatted as Fahrenheit, Celsius,
pressure, and humidity.
4.1.4 SCD30 Setup
After wiring the SCD30 as shown in the final circuit diagram from Chapter 3, the
software used to operate the sensor was developed. For this sensor, there was also a preexisting header file (SparkFun_SCD30_Arduino_Library.h) which was used. A float
vector of size three was also declared for this sensor to store the data gained from the
sensor. In the setup function, the I2C interface was initiated followed by the SCD30 at
address 0x61. In the loop function the temperature (given in Celsius) was read in and
converted to Fahrenheit. Then the concentration of carbon dioxide (given in ppm) was
read in. After this the humidity (given as a percentage) was read in. This data was then
printed as a message formatted as concentration, Fahrenheit, Celsius, and humidity.
4.1.5 SPS30 Setup
Similarly, after wiring the SPS30 as shown in Figure 3.3, the software used to
communicate with the sensor was written using the SPS30 library that was developed and
uploaded to the particle.io library repository. This software began setup by connecting to
the sensor at address 0x69. The software then began the loop function that used the
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“getMass” and “getNum” functions to read the mass and number concentrations of
ambient particulate matter which were returned in micro-grams per cubic meter and
number per cubic meter.
4.1.6 Core C Setup
After wiring the IAQ Core-C as shown in the final circuit diagram from chapter 3,
a simple software to read the sensor’s data was developed. This data was formatted as
follows: a 16 bit (2 byte) integer for predicted CO2 value in ppm, an 8 bit (1 byte) char
for the status of the sensor, a 32 bit (4 byte) integer for the sensor resistance in Ohms, and
a 16 bit (2 byte) integer for the total VOC concentration in ppb. The code to decode this
data is shown below:
#define iaqaddress 0x5A
void readAllBytes() {
Wire.requestFrom( iaqaddress, 9);
predict = (Wire.read()<< 8 | Wire.read());
status = Wire.read();
resistance = (Wire.read()& 0x00)| (Wire.read()<<16)| (Wire.read()<<8| Wire.read());
tvoc = (Wire.read()<<8 | Wire.read());
}

4.1.7 Formaldehyde Sensor
The wiring for the Gravity HCHO sensor consisted of applying five volts and
ground to the red and black wires respectively and connecting the green wire to an analog
input (A0 in our case). The code to convert the analog signal is shown below:
A0_volt = (double)analogRead(HCHO_S) * 3.3 / 4096.0;
if( A0_volt > 2 ) { data[HCHO] = 6000; }
else if( A0_volt < 0.4 ) { data[HCHO] = -0.05; }
else { data[HCHO] = 3125*A0_volt - 1250; }

This code read in the analog voltage from the HCHO sensor from the analop pin
(HCHO_S is defined as A0 for code readability) and converted that to the actual analog
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voltage using the conversion factor of 3.3/4096 because of the fact that the analog-todigital converter (ADC) is 12 bits (meaning 4096 different possible values) and capable
of reading values up to 3.3 volts. The code then looked at this voltage value in terms of
the known characteristics of the sensor, which is shown in Figure 4.1, while calculating
the concentration in PPB instead of PPM due to the fact that normal levels are below 1
PPM.

Figure 4.1 Gravity HCHO Datasheet Sensor Relationship Curve
After testing the analog formaldehyde sensor, it was discovered that other system
components as well as the cellular communication of the Particle Electron were causing a
large amount of high-frequency noise to be present in the gathered data. To prevent this
a digital filter was designed. Data was gathered from the sensor sampled at 2Hz, 10Hz,
100Hz, and 1000Hz.
Graphs of data as well as the frequency analysis of these datas are shown in
Figure 4.2. The Matlab code used to create this figure is given in Appendix H.
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Figure 4.2 Frequency Analysis of Sample Data from Sensor at Various Sampling Frequencies

To remove the noise from the signal, we created a simple moving weighted
average filter to remove small amplitude noise. This filter used a small amount of
memory because N=5. This filter system started with a pre-filter which consisted of
taking ten measurements at a 500Hz and averaging them to reduce the effect of the high
frequency noise. This averaged value was then stored for use. Due to the fact that under
normal conditions the data from the formaldehyde sensor was consistently under 32mV
(100 ppb) but can change rapidly, the filter was divided into two components. One filter
was used under normal “low value” conditions to smooth the data and remove any
remaining noise. Another filter was used when the data rose above 32mV (100 ppb),
which is considered the “high value,” to track the data while removing jagged edges
caused by overshoots in the sensor outputs as well as removing any remaining noise. The
filter used for the “low value” condition was a simple moving average which considered
the last five data points gathered. The best filter to be used for “high value” data was
determined to be a five point weighted average filter with the format of the following
equation:
𝑦(𝑛) = 𝑎𝑥(𝑛) + 𝑏𝑥(𝑛 − 1) + 𝑐𝑥(𝑛 − 2) + 𝑑𝑥(𝑛 − 3) + 𝑒𝑥(𝑛 − 4)

To determine the appropriate weights for each term in the equation, a set of
simulations equations was solved where each term carried one third of the weight of the
previous term. To do this the following matrix was created which represented this
condition while insuring that the sum of the weights equaled one to form a true average.
1
0
0
0
[1

−3
1
0
0
1

0
−3
1
0
1

0
0
−3
1
1
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𝑎
0
0
𝑏
0
0
0 ∗ 𝑐 = 0
𝑑
−3
0
1 ] [ 𝑒 ] [1]

Solving this matrix equation resulted in the following values for the weights:
a=0.669, b=0.223, c=0.074, d=0.025, e=0.009. The effect of this filtering system can be
seen in Figure 4.3 where the data without filtering is shown in green and the filtered data
is shown in purple. The data for this comparison was obtained using a Particle Electron
microcontroller over the course of two and a half hours sampling once every thirty
seconds. As can be seen in the graph of Figure 4.3, the filter greatly lowered the random
variations in the data; the original data had a standard deviation of 17.60 ppb while the
filtered data had a standard deviation of 5.98 ppb.

Figure 4.3 Comparison of Data when Unfiltered and Applying a Moving Average Filter
Seeing as this filter removed some of the noise but caused the data to have a
sinusoidal component, this filter did not complete to objective and a more in depth filter
had to be developed. Using the frequency response of the data shown in Figure 4.2, the
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requirements for a Kaiser filter design were determined. These requirements included a
pass band containing only the DC component with a maximum ripple of 5% with the stop
band edge being located at 0.15π (as this is the point where the frequency response
reaches its first minimum) with an attenuation of 40 dB. This design of a Kaiser filter
using the process given in [15] resulted in a filter that has order 30. A graph of the
transfer function is shown in Figure 4.4 as well as the magnitude and phase response of
the transfer function being shown in Figure 4.5. It can be seen in the magnitude plot that
the filter meets all design requirements while the phase plot shows that the filter has
generalized linear phase. The Matlab code used to generate the transfer function is given
in Appendix I.
31

1
ℎ𝑐 (𝑛) =
∑ 𝐶𝑁 (𝑛 − 𝑁)
1000
𝑁=1

In this equation, the values for the CN variables are given in Table 4.1 (the
coefficients are symmetric around n=16 -> i.e. cn=c32-n). The CN values have been premultiplied by 1000 due to being very small; therefore, the final value in the equation was
divided by 1000 to remove that effect.

N
CN
N
CN

Table 4.1 Kaiser Filter Coefficients
1 / 31
2 / 30
3 / 29
4 / 28
5 / 27
6 / 26
-1.2016 -0.7407 0.5278 2.8378 6.3698 11.2176
9 / 23
10 / 22 11 / 21 12 / 20 13 / 19 14 / 18
32.8166 41.4491 50.0634 58.1202 65.0791 70.4496
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7 / 25
17.3620
15 / 17
73.8406

8 / 24
24.6549
16
75.0

Figure 4.4 Transfer Function of Filter Design

Figure 4.5 Magnitude and Phase Response of Transfer Function
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Now that the filter had been designed, a comparison between the unfiltered data,
the data after having been put through the simple filter, and the data after having been put
through this newly designed Kaiser filter was created using Matlab (code provided in
Appendix J). These graphs are shown in Figure 4.6.

Figure 4.6 Comparing Unfiltered, Simple Filtered, and Kaiser Filtered Data
Additionally, the data gathered over the course of a day was passed through both
filters to allow for a final comparison to determine which filter was better suited for use.
This comparison is shown in Figure 4.7 along with a graph of the original data and the
designed filter to more clearly show the effect of the filter in Figure 4.8.
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Figure 4.7 Filter Comparison using 24 Hours of Data

Figure 4.8 Final Filter Demonstration
4.2 Combined Sensor Component Testing
After the completion of the software for the BME280 and the SCD30, it was
possible to combine the two codes together to form one functional system that could
measure the carbon dioxide concentration, temperature, pressure, and humidity at the
same time using two sensors. The result of this system’s operation during an impulse test
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of heated humid air where the sensor was exposed twice with normal air in-between is
shown below. The sensors were exposed at the 75 and 225 second marks for two seconds
each time. As can be seen in the graphs of Figure 4.9 the temperature and humidity
readings changed instantly when exposed while the carbon dioxide reading lagged a few
seconds behind. Due to the fact that the sensors were being exposed to normal
atmospheric pressure during the entirety of the test, the pressure measurements did not
change. Because of this, the pressure graph is not shown.

Figure 4.9 Resultant Graphs from SCD30 and BME280 Test
The next test involved all sensors. This test included steady state values for the
sensors based on the conditions in the test room as well as various impulses to check the
response of each sensor. The resulting graphs are shown in Table 4.2. This test showed
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that the Particle Electron has the capability to control and communicate with all sensors
simultaneously while demonstrating the response time of each sensor. Once this test was
completed, the final software to combine all sensors was refined to allow for efficient
readings and faster data intake. The final software to run just the sensor system is given
in Appendix G while that for all sensors and GPS is given in Appendix K.
Table 4.2 First System Test Resultant Graphs with Steady State and Impulse Inputs
Category
No Input
Impulse Inputs

Temperature

Humidity

CO2

HCHO

VOC

PM
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An additional test was performed on the system to analyze the system’s
performance in various locations. At the start of this test, the system was placed outside
(outdoor temperature was 51ºF at the time) [green line]. At data point 117 (58 minutes
and 30 seconds) the system was placed in a car for transportation [red line]. At data point
138 (69 minutes) the system was taken into a restaurant [cyan line] while at data point
159 (79 minutes and 30 seconds) food arrived to the table [magenta line]. At data point
209 (104 minutes and 30 seconds) the system was removed from the restaurant [yellow
line] while and at data point 238 (119 minutes) the system was returned to the lab [black
line]. The data gathered during this test, with the above mentioned points of interest
marked, is shown in the plots in Table 4.3. The maps of the GPS data gathered during
this test and a short drive on roads near the research lab are shown in Table 4.4.
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Table 4.3 Mobile Full System Test Plots
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Table 4.4 Mobile Full System Test GPS Maps
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CHAPTER FIVE
SENSOR DATA DASHBOARD DEVELOPMENT
5.1 Data Stream Creation and Handling
Once the software for each individual component was created, the software to run
the entire system at the same time was required. This software development consisted
mainly of copying the communication code from each individual component’s code then
creating a memory and data transfer system.
One of the most important elements needed in the software for the system was the
ability to store the data gained from the sensors in a fashion that allows for the data to be
sent via the cellular data system to the online console. This was determined to be an
eleven element array with data type {double} to allow for the storage of large decimal
values. The uses of each element in this array are defined at the start of the software as
shown below:
#define temp_F 0
#define temp_C 1
#define pressure 2
#define humidity 3
#define CO2 4
#define VOC 5
#define HCHO 6
#define cPM1 7
#define cPM2_5 8
#define cPM4 9
#define cPM10 10
double data[11];

This eleven element data array was then used in the creation of a formatted JSON
string to allow for the online console to parse this string into its multiple component
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values to add to the running graphs of the data. This JSON string creation is shown in the
code below:
String out = String::format("{\"t\":%.1f,\"h\":%.1f,\"p\":%.0f,\"c\":%.0f,\"V\":%.0f,
\"F\":%.0f,\"w\":%.2f,\"x\":%.2f,\"y\":%.2f,\"z\":%.2f}",
data[temp_F],data[humidity],data[pressure],data[CO2],
data[VOC],data[HCHO],data[cPM1],data[cPM2_5],data[cPM4],data[cPM10]);

The data that is received by the online console is as follows: the temperature (in
either Fahrenheit or Celsius as defined by the user) to one decimal place, the humidity (in
percent) to one decimal place, the air pressure (in hecta-pascals) as a whole number, the
concentration of carbon dioxide [CO2] (in parts per million) as a whole number, the
concentration of VOCs [Volatile Organic Compounds] (in parts per billion) as a whole
number, the concentration of formaldehyde (in parts per billion) as a whole number, each
of the concentrations of particulate matter with radii of 1m, 2.5m, 4m, and 10m (in
g/m3) to two decimal places. An example output of this JSON string is:
{“t”:69.8,”h”:66.7,”p”:991,”c”:551,”V”:173,”F”:33,”w”:0.22,”x”:0.23,”y”:0.45,”z”:0.69}

This data string uses 88 bytes of data each time it is transmitted. This results in
0.25344 MB of data used per day per active device. Once this data packet is created by
the Particle Electron microcontroller, it is sent to the Particle Console for storage and
handling. This packet, as well as a separate one which solely handles the GPS location,
is given identifying titles so that the Particle Console knows where to send the data.
Within the Particle Console each system has two dedicated webhooks, one for each data
packet, which transmit the data to the user interface website (Losant) which processes the
data packet and displays the data on graphs for the user to interpret.
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5.2 Losant and Data Processing
To visualize the data obtained from the system, the online console that
communicates to the system must be connected to an external program that can graph live
data as well as data that was obtained up to 90 days prior. The website chosen for use as
the user interface was Losant. Before choosing Losant, the Adafruit equivalent was also
explored. A table outlining the benefits and drawbacks of each are outlined in Table 5.1.
Table 5.1 Losant and Adafruit Websites Comparison
Parameter
Losant
Adafruit
Cost
Free
Free
Maximum Data Channels
Unlimited
10 Channels
Data History
90 Days
30 Days
Maximum Data Rate
500 Thousand Data
60 Data points per minute
Packets per month
Modularity
Allows for creation of
No templates or ‘recipes’
templates and ‘recipes’
Methods of Data
Graphs, Charts,
Graphs
Visualization
Spreadsheets, Gauges
Customization
Positions, Colors, Sizes
Graph positioning
It was determined that Losant is the better suited system for use due to the ability
to create fully customized dashboards to display the data in graphs as well as display live
data on gauges to allow for easy understanding of the current air conditions.
The data transfer from the Particle Electron through the Particle Console to the
Losant system is achieved through the use of webhooks that operate in response to data
packets based on which system sends that packet and the title of the data packet. The
method to create these webhooks for a device was determined and is outlined in the
following steps. First a new “blank” device was created and named (using the format
NESL_lab59a_###) for devices under current operation. The device was then given
attributes to store the data as received. The “number” attributes are titled: Temp,
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Humidity, Pressure, CO2, VOC, HCHO, PM1, PM25, PM4, PM10. The “GPS string”
attribute is titled GPS.
Two webhooks were then created using the “webhook” tab on Losant for use by
this device. The webhooks were be named “d#” and “d#_gps” and represent the data
packet and the gps location respectively. These webhooks require no verification and use
response code 200. The URL associated with each webhook is later used in the creation
of the webhook on the Particle Console that sends the data obtained by the device to the
Losant system.
After this, the Particle Console webhooks were created on the Particle Console
under the “Integrations” tab where two new integrations are created. Each integration is
identical to the other except for the event name that triggers it (“blob_full” for the data
packet and “GPS” for the GPS location) and the URL that it is linked to. The URL from
“d#” is used for the “blob_full” webhook while the URL from “d#_gps” is used for the
“GPS” webhook. The webhook request type is “POST” and the request format is
“JSON.” Finally the devices that are currently being setting up are selected as previously
named on the Particle Console.
At this point the data sent from the Particle Electron to the Particle Cloud was
being sent to the Losant system. However, the data was not being processed and
therefore could not be graphed. A workflow was needed to process all data from the
webhooks into a graph-able form. In the “workflows” tab on Losant, a workflow that
represents the device was created with the purpose of processing the data. This workflow
is formatted as shown in Figure 5.1.
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Figure 5.1 Workflow Layout
This workflow is broken into two paths with the left path being set for the data
packet while the right path is set for the GPS location. This is represented in the setup for
each webhook block by selecting the appropriate webhook name. The debug block for
each is declared to display the information in “data.body.data” as formatted in the data
packet sent by the Particle Electron. The “JSON: Decode” block then reformatts the data
into an array based structure to allow for the data to be saved to the corresponding
attributes of the device. This is done by selecting the source of the data as
“data.body.data” and the destination as “stuff”. The data, after this reformatting, is then
saved to the corresponding device attributes by the “Device State” block as shown in
Figure 5.2.

Figure 5.2 Device State Format
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After the setup of the workflow was completed, the Losant system was able to
properly use the data packet to gather the data into a format that allows for graphing of
the data. Figure 5.3 shows a block diagram overview of the path that the data takes.

Figure 5.3 Data Path Block Diagram

5.3 Data Visualization and User Interface
The dashboards to show the data to the system user are created to show the data in
the three most useful ways. The first dashboard is to show the data from all systems on
the same page with one graph for each analyte for easy comparison of the air quality in
each location. This dashboard can be set to compare the data gathered from each system
over the previous 1 day, 3 days, 7 days, 14 days, 30 days, or 90 days. The second
dashboard shows each system’s most recent measurement for each analyte on gauges and
other simple displays that show the systems upper and lower detection limits to allow for
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easy analysis of whether any analyte are exceedingly high. Finally, the third dashboard is
created for each system individually and shows both data data gathered over the past 24
hours on graphs as well as the most recent data point shown on the gauges from the
second dashboard to show an overview of each system individually. The three
dashboards setups are shown in the following three figures using example data gathered
during testing.

Figure 5.4 All System History Comparison Dashboard
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Figure 5.5 All System Live Comparison Dashboard
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Figure 5.6 Single System Live and History Dashboard
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CHAPTER SIX
SENSOR SYSTEM COMPARITIVE PERFORMANCE
6.1 Completed System Specifications
After the completion of the system’s software and user interface, improvements
were made to the size, data rate, and efficiency of the system. The progression of the
system is shown starting with the first printed circuit board (PCB) which included the
CO2, VOC, PM, THP, and HCHO sensors as well as the fan. This system (V1.0) was
first powered by the Particle Electron battery and is shown in Figures 6.1 and 6.2. After
completing the V1.0 PCB, the Particle Electron battery was removed and was replaced by
a micro-usb power supply connected to the top of the Particle Electron itself which in
turn supplied power to all components. Power to the micro-usb port was supplied by a
small phone backup battery. Once the system was tested and confirmed to be
operational, a simple case was 3D printed to fit the system. This case, with the system
inside, is shown in Figure 6.3 along with an Airthinx system for size comparison. This
system used an external power supply not shown in the figure.

Figure 6.1 System V1.0 with Sensors

Figure 6.2 System V1.0 Circuit Board
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Figure 6.3 System V1.1 in 3D Printed Case beside the Airthinx System
After further testing of the system to ensure that the PCB design was successful in
operation of the system, a second PCB was designed to allow for a more compact system
design. This V2.1 of the system is shown in Figure 6.4 in a clear acrylic case with
external power supply included in the case. The system fan can be seen in the lower right
hand side of the case while the edge of the battery (blue) can be seen in the lower left
hand side.

Figure 6.4 System V2.1 in a Clear Acrylic Case
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The PCB for the most recent version system, V2.2, is shown below in Figure 6.5
and was designed double sided (while all past versions were single sided) to allow for
further compaction of the system by allowing sensors to overlap, thus taking less two
dimensional space. To ensure uniform airflow over the sensors in the system, all sensors
are placed on one side of the board while the GPS unit and the Particle Electron
microcontroller are placed on the opposing side to allow for the placement of them in an
arrangement to be near the outside of the casing for placement of a reset button as well as
displaying the status of the system and GPS tracking status to the user by the use of
LEDs. Finally, the physical dimensions of the final prototype system contained in a case,
shown in Figure 6.6, with the battery included is 5.5 x 3 x 2.5 inches (140 x 76 x 63.5
mm). A comparison of the relative sizes of the system design and the Airthinx system is
shown in Figure 6.7.

Figure 6.5 System V2.2 Double Sided PCB
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Figure 6.6 System V2.2 First Draft of 3D Printed Case

Figure 6.7 System V2.2 and Airthinx Case Comparison
The systems average and maximum current draw are calculated in the table below
resulting in an estimated usage time of 8 hours under normal conditions with the
2200mAh battery being used. This increases to approximately 36 hours of operation
when the battery capacity is increased to 10,000mAh. A full listing of all component
power usage is given in Table 6.1.
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Table 6.1 Final System Current Draw and Power Consumption
Part
C Norm C Max
90
180
Electron
1
5
BME280
19
75
SCD30
60
80
SPS30
20
25
Core C
20
80
Gravity
27
30
GPS
60
100
Fan
Total
295 mA 575 mA
Current
Power
1.475 W 2.875 W
The final price to build each device when purchasing for one, ten, and one
hundred devices is broken down in Table 6.2.
Table 6.2 Final System Cost for 1, 10, and 100 Units
Part
Price
Price
Price
(1)
(10)
(100)
49
49
49
Electron
2.94
2.429
2.1868
BME280
57.5
50.313
41.69
SCD30
46.71
40.34
31.84
SPS30
18.99
15.5
12.02
Core C
49.5
44
39.9
HCHO
4.65
4.266
3.1997
Fan
44.95
44.95
44.95
GPS
1
1
1
PCB
1
1
1
Case
25
22
20
Battery
TOTAL $301.24 $274.80
$246.79

6.2 System Comparison under Impulse Conditions
In this test, a heat gun set to 100ºF was used to test the temperature and humidity
responses of the system. The heat gun was introduced at the 5 minute mark and removed
at the 8 minute mark. To test the particulate matter response, a large amount of baby
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powder was aerated and added at the 8 minute mark with multiple decreasing amounts
following this. To compare the carbon dioxide response, condensed CO2 was introduced
at the 11, 13, and 15 minute marks. Finally, to test the VOC and HCHO responses,
alcohol paper was introduced near the systems at the 1 minute and 11 minute marks and
removed at the 4 minute and 14 minute marks. As can be seen, both systems respond
similarly in terms of VOC while the HCHO sensors in our system hits its maximum of 5
ppm. All graphs of this comparison test can be seen in Table 3.2.
Table 6.3 Impulse Test Comparing Our System (Sensaura) and Airthinx
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6.3 Multi-Day Remote Test of the System
A multi-day test comparing the function of our system with that of the Airthinx
system was done from November 8, 2019 through November 10, 2019 at a house where
the systems could be tested in real-world conditions. The resulting data is shown below
in graphs of Table 6.4.
Table 6.4 Two Day Comparison Between Our System (Sensaura) and Airthinx
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In this test, the temperature was originally set to 70ºF and changed to 73ºF around
time 1100 minutes. During the time of the test, the Airthinx formaldehyde sensor gave
no reading other than zero thus is not shown because no values can be compared.
6.4 Comparison of Multiple Prototypes under Various Conditions
To compare the accuracy and consistency of our system design with that of the
main system currently on the market, three practically identical prototype systems were
assembled. For the first test, the systems labeled system 2 and system 3 were installed
inside simple acrylic cases with fans running while the system labeled system 1 was not
placed into a case to allow for a comparison between readings from an enclosed system
and those from a system in open air. The results of this repeatability test are shown in
Table 6.5.
As can be seen in the graphs, systems 2 and 3 (in cases) show very similar data
curves to the ones produced by system 1 (outside of case) with only small differences due
to differences in airflow and electrical noise in the sensors and system. This test also
shows consistency between multiple builds of our systems.
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Table 6.5 Analysis of Repeatability of Our System Design
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The second test was to analyze the accuracy and consistency of the system design
with and without controlled airflow. This involved turning off the fan for system 3
without changing system 2. This test criteria was edited at 11:00 am by turning on the
system 3 fan to allow for a direct continuous comparison between the data from the two
systems in both conditions. The results of this test are shown in the graphs of Table 6.6.

System

Table 6.6 Analysis of Effect of Fan on Data
System 3 (fan off till 11:00
System 2 (fan on)
am)

Temp

Pressure

Humidity

CO2

VOC

HCHO

PM
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With the fan turned off no air flows through the system causing it to rely on slow
air diffusion through the small air inlets as well as not allowing for easy removal of heat
produced by the system. This can be seen in the temperature graphs. The system 3
temperature graph follows the same shape as that of system 2 but at a higher value;
however, once the fan in system 3 resumed operation, both systems maintained very
similar values. As could be expected, the operation of the fan does not affect the air
pressure as well as not affecting the concentrations of carbon dioxide or particulate
matter. Similar to the effect on temperature, the lack of the fan caused the humidity in
the box as well as the concentration of VOCs to rise. Overall, this test confirmed the fact
that an operational fan is crucial in achieving accurate data readings.
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CHAPTER SEVEN
SUMMARY AND FUTURE PLANS
7.1 Summary of Work
A summary of the process followed in this work is as follows: the requirements
for the final systems were considered and determined, the possible components for use
were compared where the best were chosen, the system’s circuit was designed and tested,
the system was programmed and tested, an enclosure for the system was created, multiple
comparison tests with existing commercial systems were performed, tests determining the
repeatability and reliability of the system design were performed, and finally a user
interface was developed to allow for easy analysis of the air quality.
7.2 Possible Future Updates
In the future, there are numerous possible improvements that could be made to the
system including options that are currently being explored. The addition of an internal
battery charging and power circuit could allow for further shrinking of the system.
Multi-color LEDs or an LCD screen could be added to display data and system statistics
to the user. Additionally, having a professional company perform vigorous calibration
test could lead to certification of the system. Finally, a study that was run by the
Greenville Health System that originally used the Airthinx system could be re-performed
to compare results and the effectiveness of the system in a private user location.
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Appendix A
I2C ADDRESSING SOFTWARE
#include "Particle.h"
int led = D7;
void setup() {
pinMode(led,OUTPUT);
digitalWrite(led,HIGH);
Particle.function("ILed",I2CT);
Serial.begin(9600);
Wire.begin();
delay(1000);
Serial.println("\nI2C Scanner");
}
void loop() {
byte error, address;
int nDevices;
Serial.println("Scanning...");
nDevices = 0;
for(address = 1; address < 127; address++ ) {
Wire.beginTransmission(address);
error = Wire.endTransmission();
if (error == 0) {
Serial.print("I2C device found at address 0x");
if (address<16)
Serial.print("0");
Serial.print(address,HEX);
Serial.println(" !");
nDevices++;
}
else if (error==4) {
Serial.print("Unknown error at address 0x");
if (address<16) { Serial.print("0"); }
Serial.println(address,HEX);
}
}
if (nDevices == 0) { Serial.println("No I2C devices found\n"); }
else { Serial.println("done\n"); }
delay(5000);
// wait 5 seconds for next scan
}
int I2CT(String command) { digitalWrite(led, digitalRead(led)^1 ); return digitalRead(led); }
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Appendix B
BME280 SOFTWARE
#include <Adafruit_BME280.h>
Adafruit_BME280 bme; //Select I2C for the BME280 (temp, pressure, humidity)
int led = D7;
bool t = false;
bool use_data = true;
void setup() {
//Particle.function("sled",spiT);
pinMode(led,OUTPUT);
digitalWrite(led,HIGH);
Particle.function("SLed",spiT);
Serial.begin(9600);
delay(2000);
print("BME280 test");
if (!bme.begin(0x76)) {
print("Could not find a valid BME280 sensor, check wiring!");
t=true;
digitalWrite(led,LOW);
}
else {
print("Found Connection: Starting");
digitalWrite(led,HIGH);
}
}
char data[64];
float d[3];
void loop() {
if( t == false ) {
d[0] = bme.readTemperature()*9.0/5.0 + 32.0;
d[1] = bme.readPressure()/101325.0F;
d[2] = bme.readHumidity();
sprintf(data, "%0.2f,%0.2f,%0.2f,%0.2f",d[0],(d[0]-32)*5/9,d[1],d[2]);
Particle.publish("Temp_F,Temp_C,Pressure,Humidity",data);
}
else { print("error"); }
// wait 2 seconds
delay(2000);
}
void print( String cmd ) {
if( use_data ) { Particle.publish(cmd); }
else { Serial.println(cmd); }
}
int spiT(String command) { digitalWrite(led, digitalRead(led)^1 ); return digitalRead(led); }
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Appendix C
SCD30 SOFTWARE
#include <Wire.h>
#include "SparkFun_SCD30_Arduino_Library.h"
int led = D7;
float co2_d[3];
void setup() {
pinMode(led,OUTPUT);
digitalWrite(led,HIGH);
Particle.function("BME_Led",BMET);
Wire.begin();
Serial.begin(9600);
Serial.println("SCD30 Example");
SCD30.begin()
}
void loop() {
if (SCD30.dataAvailable()) {
co2_d[0] = SCD30.getTemperature()*(9.0/5.0) + 32;
co2_d[1] = SCD30.getCO2();
co2_d[2] = SCD30.getHumidity();
Serial.print("co2(ppm):");
Serial.print(co2_d[1]);
Serial.print(" temp(F):");
Serial.print(co2_d[0], 1);
Serial.print(" temp(C):");
Serial.print( (co2_d[0]-32)*(5.0/9.0), 1);
Serial.print(" humidity(%):");
Serial.print(co2_d[2], 1);
Serial.println();
}
else { Serial.println("NA"); }
delay(2000);
}
Int BMET(String command) {
digitalWrite(led, digitalRead(led)^1 );
return digitalRead(led);
}
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Appendix D
SPS30 SOFTWARE
#include "SPS30.h"
SPS30 Sensor;
int led = D7;
void setup() {
pinMode(led,OUTPUT);
digitalWrite(led,HIGH);
Particle.function("PM-Led",pmT);
Serial.begin(9600);
Serial.println("SPS30 Example");
if( !Sensor.begin() ) {
Serial.println("SENSOR NOT DETECTED");
delay(500);
}
}
float mass_concen[4];
float num_concen[5];
char *pm[5] = {"PM0.5", "PM1.0", "PM2.5", "PM4.0", "PM10"};
int i=0;
void loop() {
if (Sensor.dataAvailable()) {
Sensor.getMass(mass_concen);
Sensor.getNum(num_concen);
Serial.println("--Mass Concentration--");
for(i=0; i<4;i++) {
Serial.printf("%s: %0.2f\n", pm[i+1],mass_concen[i]);
}
Serial.println("--Number Concentration--");
for(i=0; i<5;i++) {
Serial.printf("%s: %0.2f\n", pm[i],num_concen[i]);
}
}
else { Serial.println("NA"); }
delay(2000);
}
int pmT(String command) { digitalWrite(led, digitalRead(led)^1 ); return digitalRead(led); }
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Appendix E
VOC SOFTWARE
#include "Wire.h"
#define iaqaddress 0x5A
uint16_t predict;
uint8_t statu;
int32_t resistance;
uint16_t tvoc;
void setup() {
Serial.begin(9600);
Wire.begin();
}
void loop() {
readAllBytes();
checkStatus();
Serial.print("CO2:");
Serial.print(predict);
Serial.print(", Status:");
Serial.print(statu, HEX);
Serial.print(", Resistance:");
Serial.print(resistance);
Serial.print(", TVoC:");
Serial.println(tvoc);
delay(2000);
}
void readAllBytes() {
Wire.requestFrom(iaqaddress, 9);
predict = (Wire.read()<< 8 | Wire.read());
statu = Wire.read();
resistance = (Wire.read()& 0x00)| (Wire.read()<<16)| (Wire.read()<<8| Wire.read());
tvoc = (Wire.read()<<8 | Wire.read());
}
void checkStatus() {
if(statu == 0x10) { Serial.println("Warming up..."); }
else if(statu == 0x00) { Serial.println("Ready"); }
else if(statu == 0x01) { Serial.println("Busy"); }
else if(statu == 0x80) { Serial.println("Error"); }
else { Serial.println("No Status, check module"); }
}
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Appendix F
GPS SOFTWARE
#include "TinyGPS.h"
#include "SparkFun_I2C_GPS.h"
I2CGPS myI2CGPS;
TinyGPSPlus gps;
bool GPS_connected = true;
unsigned long msDelay=0;
double lat,lng;
bool rst=false;
void setup() {
Serial.begin(115200);
Serial.println("GTOP Read Example");
Particle.function("RESET",RST_DVC);
Particle.variable("Latitude",lat);
Particle.variable("Longitude",lng);
if (myI2CGPS.begin() == false) {
Serial.println("Module failed to respond. Please check wiring.");
while (1); //Freeze!
}
Serial.println("GPS module found!");
}
void loop() {
if( millis() - msDelay < 1*60*1000 ) {return;}
msDelay = millis();
while (myI2CGPS.available()) {
gps.encode(myI2CGPS.read()); //Feed the GPS parser
}
if (gps.time.isUpdated()) {
displayInfo();
}
}
char data[200];
//Display new GPS info
void displayInfo() {
Serial.println();
if (gps.time.isValid()) {
Serial.print(F("Date: "));
Serial.print(gps.date.month());
Serial.print(F("/"));
Serial.print(gps.date.day());
Serial.print(F("/"));
Serial.print(gps.date.year());
Serial.print((" Time: "));
if (gps.time.hour() < 10) Serial.print(F("0"));
Serial.print(gps.time.hour());
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Serial.print(F(":"));
if (gps.time.minute() < 10) Serial.print(F("0"));
Serial.print(gps.time.minute());
Serial.print(F(":"));
if (gps.time.second() < 10) Serial.print(F("0"));
Serial.print(gps.time.second());
Serial.println(); //Done printing time
sprintf(data,"Date: %d/%d/%d - Time:
%2d:%2d:%2d",gps.date.month(),gps.date.day(),gps.date.year(),gps.time.hour()+(int)round(gps.location.
lng() /20),gps.time.minute(),gps.time.second() );
Particle.publish("Data&Time",data);
}
else {
Serial.println(F("Time not yet valid"));
Particle.publish("Date&Time","Time not yet valid");
}
if (gps.location.isValid()) {
Serial.print("Location: ");
Serial.print(gps.location.lat(), 6);
Serial.print(F(", "));
Serial.print(gps.location.lng(), 6);
Serial.println();
lat = (double) gps.location.lat();
lng = (double) gps.location.lng();
sprintf(data,"%2.7f,%2.7f",lat,lng);
Particle.publish("GPS",data);
}
else {
Serial.println(F("Location not yet valid"));
Particle.publish("Location","Location not yet valid");
}
}
int RST_DVC(String command) { rst = true; return rst; }
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Appendix G
SENSOR SOFTWARE
#include <SPS30.h>
#include <Adafruit_BME280.h>
#include "SPS30.h"
#include "SparkFun_SCD30_Arduino_Library.h"
#include <Wire.h>
STARTUP(System.enableFeature(FEATURE_RETAINED_MEMORY));
retained int t_zone = -4;
SPS30 SPS; // Create the SPS30 module
Adafruit_BME280 bme; //Select I2C for the BME280 (temp, pressure, humidity)
SCD30 SCD; // Create the SCD30 module
// IAQ CORE C setup
#define iaqaddress 0x5A
uint16_t predict;
uint8_t status;
int32_t resistance;
uint16_t tvoc;
// pins & purpose
int led = D7;
// main blue LED for use in status signals and connecting checking
int HCHO_S = A0; // Analog read from the Gravity HCHO sensor
// Variables
#define temp_F 0
#define temp_C 1
#define pressure 2
#define humidity 3
#define CO2 4
#define VOC 5
#define HCHO 6
#define cPM1 7
#define cPM2_5 8
#define cPM4 9
#define cPM10 10
retained double data[11] = {-1,-1,-1,-1,-1,-1,-1,-1,-0.9,-0.8,-0.7};
// Connection bits
int BME_connected = 0; // the BME280 connection bit
int SCD_connected = 0; // the SCD30 (Sensirion CO2) connection bit
int SPS_connected = 0; // the SPS30 (Sensirion PM) connection bit
// useful variables
double A0_volt; //A0 analog voltage
int A0_mvolt;
//A0 milli voltage
float Ctemp_avg; //Average Temp in Celcius
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retained double HCHO1 = 45.0, HCHO2 = 45.0, HCHO3 = 0.0, HCHO4 = 0.0, HCHO5 = 0.0; int j=0;
// HCHO count variable
float mass_concen[4]; // SPS30 reading value
unsigned long msDelay=0; //last ms count at data send
int past;
// the day when the system started
bool rst = false; // resetting variable for user reset
void setup() {
Particle.function("RESET",RST_DVC); //creating user function
Particle.function("UTC_Set",utcSet);
Particle.function("UTC_Get",utcGet);
Particle.function("Led",ledToggle); //creating led function
pinMode(HCHO_S,INPUT);
//setting A0 to input for HCHO sensor
Time.zone(t_zone);
//setting time zone to -4 for East Coast
Wire.begin();
//starting the I2C system
// Connecting to the BME
if (!bme.begin(0x76)) { print("BME280","Could not find a valid BME280!"); }
else { BME_connected = 1; }
if (!SCD.begin()) { print("SCD30","Could not find a valid SCD30!"); }
else { SCD_connected = 1; }
if (!SPS.begin()) { print("SPS30","Could not find a valid SPS30!"); }
else { SPS_connected = 1; }
print("STARTING","Starting the data aquisition!"); //notify user of successful startup
past = Time.day(); //save starting day
}

void loop() {
// reset if told to by user
if( rst ) {
print("SYS_RST","A system reset has been triggered by the user!"); //print message
Wire.end(); // stop I2C system
delay(200); // wait for message to send and I2C system to stop
System.reset(); // reset the system
}
// reset once every day at the begining of the day
if( Time.day() != past ){
print("NORM_RST","The normal dayly reset (will last 15 minutes)"); //print message
Wire.end(); // stop I2C system
delay(200); // wait for message to send and I2C system to stop
System.sleep(SLEEP_MODE_DEEP, 900); //sleep for 15 minutes
}
if( millis() - msDelay > 15000 ) { ledToggle(""); } // toggle every 15 seconds
if( millis() - msDelay < 30000 ) { return; } // reset if it hasn’t been 30 seconds
else if( millis() < msDelay) { msDelay=millis(); } // if time has looped to high, reset timer
msDelay = millis(); // save time if it has been 30 seconds
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// CORE C SENSING
readAllBytes(); // read data from the VOC sensor
if( status == 0 ) { data[VOC] = (1.0) * (double)tvoc; } // save the read value
else if( status == 0x80 || status == 0x10 || status == 0x01) { data[VOC] = 111; } //warm up
else { data[VOC] = 101; } // send 101 if sensor not found
// SCD30 CO2, TEMP SENSING
if( SCD_connected ) {
if( SCD.dataAvailable() ) {
data[temp_F] = (115.0/125.0) * toF(SCD.getTemperature());
data[CO2] = (1.125) * (double)SCD.getCO2();
}
}
// BME280 TEMP, PRESSURE, HUMIDITY SENSING
if( BME_connected ) {
data[temp_C] = toC( (115.0/125.0) * toF(bme.readTemperature()) );
data[pressure] = (double)bme.readPressure();
data[humidity] = bme.readHumidity()+10;
}
// HCHO SENSOR
A0_volt = 0;
// clear voltage
for(j=0;j<10;j++) { A0_volt += (double)analogRead(HCHO_S); delay(1); } // sum 10 values over 10
ms
A0_volt = (A0_volt/10.0) * 3.3 / 4096.0; // average and convert read voltages
A0_mvolt = (int)( A0_volt * 1000 );
// convert V to mV
if( A0_volt > 2 ) { data[HCHO] = 6000; } // send 6000 ppm if over 2 volts
else if( A0_volt < 0.4 ) { data[HCHO] = -0.01; } // send negative if under 0.4 volts
else {
HCHO1=HCHO2;HCHO2=HCHO3;HCHO3=HCHO4;HCHO4=HCHO5;
HCHO5 = 3125*A0_volt - 1250;
// convert the average voltages to PPM
if(HCHO1 < 235 && HCHO5 < 235) { data[HCHO] = (0.9) * (HCHO1 + HCHO2 + HCHO3 +
HCHO4 + HCHO5)/5; } // low end flattening filter
else { data[HCHO] = (0.9) *
(0.669*HCHO5+0.223*HCHO4+0.074*HCHO3+0.025*HCHO2+0.08*HCHO1); }
// high ene
smoothing filter
}
// SPS30 PM
if( SPS.dataAvailable() ) {
SPS.getMass(mass_concen);
// read values from sensor
data[cPM1] = mass_concen[0]; // save PM1
data[cPM2_5] = mass_concen[1]; // save PM2.5
data[cPM4] = mass_concen[2]; // save PM4
data[cPM10] = mass_concen[3]; // save PM10
}
// AVERAGE THE TEMPERATURES IF BOTH SENSORS ARE WORKING
if( SCD_connected && BME_connected ) {
Ctemp_avg = ( data[temp_C] + toC(data[temp_F]) ) /2;
data[temp_C] = Ctemp_avg;
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data[temp_F] = toF(Ctemp_avg);
}
else if ( SCD_connected ) { data[temp_C] = toC(data[temp_F]); }
else if (BME_connected ) { data[temp_F] = toF(data[temp_C]); }
// DATA PUBLISH
String out =
String::format("{\"t\":%.1f,\"h\":%.1f,\"p\":%.0f,\"c\":%.0f,\"V\":%.0f,\"F\":%.0f,\"w\":%.2f,\"x\":%.2f,\
"y\":%.2f,\"z\":%.2f}",data[temp_F],data[humidity],data[pressure],data[CO2],data[VOC],data[HCHO],d
ata[cPM1],data[cPM2_5],data[cPM4],data[cPM10]);
Particle.publish("blob_full",out,PRIVATE,WITH_ACK);
}
void readAllBytes() {
Wire.requestFrom(iaqaddress, 9);
predict = (Wire.read()<< 8 | Wire.read());
status = Wire.read();
resistance = (Wire.read()& 0x00)| (Wire.read()<<16)| (Wire.read()<<8| Wire.read());
tvoc = (Wire.read()<<8 | Wire.read());
}
void print( String name, String data ) { Particle.publish(name,data); }
int ledToggle(String command) { digitalWrite(led, digitalRead(led)^1 ); return digitalRead(led); }
int RST_DVC(String command) { rst = true; return rst; }
float toF(float value) { return value*(9.0/5.0) + 32.0; }
float toC(float value) { return (5.0/9.0)*(value-32.0); }
int utcSet( String command ) { t_zone = atoi(command); return t_zone; }
int utcGet( String command ) { return t_zone; }
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Appendix H
MATLAB FREQUENCY ANALYSIS
fsl=[2,10,100,1000];
name='HCHO';
i=1;
figure('color','w');
for i=1:length(fsl)
fs=fsl(i);
string = sprintf('%s_CPE_%dHz.xlsx',name,fs);
[data,text] = xlsread(string);
clear text;
t=0.1/fs:10-1/fs;
n=length(data);
y=fft(data,n);
f=(0:n-1)*(2/n);
power=abs(y).^(2/n);
DC=power(1);
mAC=max(power(2:end));
fprintf('F: %4.0f\tDC: %f\tMax AC: %f\t Ratio: %f\n',fs,DC,mAC,DC/mAC);
n2=round(n/2);
f1=f(1:n2);
power1=power(1:n2);
subplot(2,4,i),plot(-1*f1,power1);
hold on;
subplot(2,4,i),plot(f1,power1);
xlabel('Frequency [% of \pi]');
ylabel('Power');
string = sprintf('%dHz Frequency Analysis',fs);
title(string);
fprintf('Mean of %4.0fHz Data: %f\n',fs,mean(data));
x=(1:length(data))/fs;
subplot(2,4,i+4),plot(x,data);
xlabel('Time [seconds]');
ylabel('Voltage [mV]');
string = sprintf('%dHz Data',fs);
title(string);
end
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Appendix I
MATLAB KAISER FILTER DESIGN
clear;clc;
fsamp = 2;
fcuts = [0 0.15];
mags = [1 0];
devs = [0.05 0.01];
[n,Wn,beta,ftype] = kaiserord(fcuts,mags,devs,fsamp);
hh = fir1(n,Wn,ftype,kaiser(n+1,beta),'noscale');
% mag and phase plots
figure();
freqz(hh,1,1024,fsamp);
[h,w]=freqz(hh,1,1024,fsamp);
% transfer function
figure();
plot(w,h,'b-');
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Appendix J
MATLAB FILTER COMPARISON
fsl=[2,10,100,1000];
name='HCHO';
figure('color','w');
for j=1:length(fsl)
fs=fsl(j);
string = sprintf('%s_CPE_%dHz.xlsx',name,fs)
[data,text] = xlsread(string);
[c,text] = xlsread('Kaiser_filter_coefficients.xlsx');
c=fliplr(c');
odata=data;
%% kaiser filter testing
start = zeros(length(c),1)+data(1);
x=[1:length(data)]/fs;
data = [start;data];
kfiltered=data;
for i=length(c):length(data)
kfiltered(i)=1.02*sum(c.*data(i-length(c)+1:i));
end
%% simple filter testing
sfilt=[0;0;0;0;odata];
for i=5:length(sfilt)
sfilt(i)=0.669*data(i)+0.223*data(i-1)+0.073*data(i-2)+0.025*data(i-3)+0.009*data(i-4);
end
%% plotting for comparison
subplot(2,2,j),plot(x,data(length(c)+1:end),'r-',x,sfilt(5:end),'m-',x,kfiltered(length(c)+1:end),'b');
xlabel('Time [seconds]');
ylabel('Voltage [mV]');
string = sprintf('%dHz Data',fs);
title(string);
end
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Appendix K
COMPLETED SOFTWARE
// For the GPS
#include "TinyGPS.h"
#include "SparkFun_I2C_GPS.h"
// For the BME280
#include <Adafruit_BME280.h>
// For the SCD30
#include <SparkFun_SCD30_Arduino_Library.h>
// For the SPS30 (Our Library available on the Particle Console Web IDE)
#include <SPS30.h>
// For the IAQ Core C/P
#include <Wire.h>
// For use of strings
#include <stdlib.h>
STARTUP(System.enableFeature(FEATURE_RETAINED_MEMORY)); //Allows the system to retain
variables for quick startup
retained int t_zone = -4; // set the default time zone to -4 (east coast USA) with saving ability
I2CGPS myI2CGPS; // Create the GPS module
TinyGPSPlus gps; // Create the GPS interpreter
SPS30 SPS;
// Create the SPS30 module
Adafruit_BME280 bme; //Select I2C for the BME280 (temp, pressure, humidity)
SCD30 SCD;
// Create the SCD30 module
// IAQ CORE C setup
#define vocaddress 0x5A
uint16_t predict;
uint8_t status;
int32_t resistance;
uint16_t tvoc;
// pins & purpose
int led = D7;
// main blue LED for use in status signals and connecting checking
int HCHO_S = A0; // Analog read from the Gravity HCHO sensor
// Variables
#define temp_F 0
#define temp_C 1
#define pressure 2
#define humidity 3
#define CO2 4
#define VOC 5
#define HCHO 6
#define cPM1 7
#define cPM2_5 8
#define cPM4 9
#define cPM10 10
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// Create the data handler with default temporary values with the ability to save
retained double data[11] = {-1,-1,-1,-1,-1,-1,-1,0.401,0.425,0.440,0.410};
// Connection bits
int BME_connected = 0; // the BME280 connection bit
int SCD_connected = 0; // the SCD30 (Sensirion CO2) connection bit
int SPS_connected = 0; // the SPS30 (Sensirion PM) connection bit
int GPS_connected = 0; // the GPS connection bit
int GPS_count=8;
// useful variables
double A0_volt; //A0 analog voltage
retained int A0_mvolt;
//A0 milli voltage
float Ctemp_avg; //Average Temp in Celcius
retained double vHCHO[31] = {0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0}; //HCHO
saved values
double kaiser[16] = {-0.0012,0.00074,0.000528,0.002838,0.00637,0.011218,0.017362,0.024655,0.032817,0.041449,0.050063,0.0581
2,0.065079,0.07045,0.073841,0.075};
int j=0;
// HCHO count variable
retained double lat = 0.0; // GPS saved
retained double lng = 0.0; // values
float mass_concen[4]; // SPS30 reading array
unsigned long msDelay=0; //last ms count at data send
unsigned long msHCHO=0; //last ms count at HCHO sample
unsigned long gpsDelay=0; //last ms count at GPS update
int past;
// the day when the system started
bool rst = false; // resetting variable for user quick reset
bool slp = false; // sleeping variable for user full reset
void setup() {
Particle.function("RESET",RST_DVC); //creating user function
Particle.function("SLEEP",SLP_DVC); //creating user function
Particle.function("Led",ledToggle); //creating led function
Particle.function("UTC_Set",utcSet);//creating user UTC setting fuction
Particle.function("UTC_Get",utcGet);//creating user UTC checking function
Particle.variable("Latitude",lat); //creating Latitude retreaver
Particle.variable("Longitude",lng); //creating Longitude retreaver
pinMode(led,OUTPUT); //setting the built-in led to functional
pinMode(HCHO_S,INPUT); //setting A0 to input for HCHO sensor
Time.zone(t_zone);
//setting time zone to user selected time zone (default: -4)
Wire.begin();
//starting the I2C system
// Connecting to the Temp, pressure, humidity sensor
if (!bme.begin(0x76)) { print("BME280","Could not find a valid BME280!"); }
else { BME_connected = 1; }
// Connecting to the CO2 sensor
if (!SCD.begin()) { print("SCD30","Could not find a valid SCD30!"); }
else { SCD_connected = 1; }
// Connecting to the Particulate Matter sensor
if (!SPS.begin()) { print("SPS30","Could not find a valid SPS30!"); }
else { SPS_connected = 1; }
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// Connecting to the GPS
if (!myI2CGPS.begin()) { print("GPS","Could not find the GPS module!"); }
else { GPS_connected = 1; }
gpsUpdate();

// Update the GPS location if the GPS is ready

print("STARTING","Starting the data aquisition!"); //notify user of successful startup
past = Time.day(); //save starting day
}

void loop() {
CheckUserReset(); // reset if told to by user
DaylyReset(); // reset once every day at the begining of the day
// Sample the HCHO sensor to collect at least 31 data points every 30 seconds
if( millis() - msHCHO > 900) {
msHCHO=millis();
ShiftHCHO();
HCHOSample();
}
/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// check to see if GPS needs updating (every 1 minute)
if( millis() - gpsDelay > 1000*60*1 ) { gpsDelay = millis(); gpsUpdate(); }
if( millis() < gpsDelay) { gpsDelay=millis(); } //If the system has been running to long the millis() can
reset to 0
// toggle every 15 seconds
if( millis() - msDelay > 15000 ) { ledToggle(""); }
if( millis() - msDelay < 30000 ) { return; } // reset if it hasnt been 30 seconds
else if( millis() < msDelay) { msDelay=millis(); } // if time has looped to high, reset timer
msDelay = millis(); // save time if it has been 30 seconds
// DATA SCAN
HCHOProcess(); // HCHO SENSOR
CoreC(); // CORE C SENSING
Scd30(); // SCD30 CO2, TEMP SENSING
Bme280(); // BME280 TEMP, PRESSURE, HUMIDITY SENSING
Sps30(); // SPS30 PM
TempAvg(); // AVERAGE THE TEMPERATURES IF BOTH SENSORS ARE WORKING
// DATA PUBLISH ///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
String out =
String::format("{\"t\":%.1f,\"h\":%.1f,\"p\":%.0f,\"c\":%.0f,\"V\":%.0f,\"F\":%.0f,\"w\":%.2f,\"x\":%.2f,\
"y\":%.2f,\"z\":%.2f}",data[temp_F],data[humidity],data[pressure],data[CO2],data[VOC],data[HCHO],d
ata[cPM1],data[cPM2_5],data[cPM4],data[cPM10]);
Particle.publish("blob_full",out,PRIVATE,WITH_ACK);
}
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void CheckUserReset() {
if( rst ) {
print("SYS_RST","A system reset has been triggered by the user!"); //print message
Wire.end(); // stop I2C system
delay(200); // wait for message to send and I2C system to stop
System.reset(); // reset the system
}
}
void DaylyReset() {
if( Time.day() != past ){
print("NORM_RST","The normal dayly reset (will last 15 minutes)"); //print message
Wire.end(); // stop I2C system
delay(200); // wait for message to send and I2C system to stop
System.sleep(SLEEP_MODE_DEEP, 900); //sleep for 15 minutes
}
}
void ShiftHCHO() {
int k;
double temp;
for(k=0;k<30;k++) {
temp = vHCHO[k+1];
vHCHO[k] = temp;
}
// sprintf(data2,"%2.2f-%2.2f-%2.2f-%2.2f-%2.2f-%2.2f%2.2f",vHCHO[0],vHCHO[5],vHCHO[10],vHCHO[15],vHCHO[20],vHCHO[25],vHCHO[30]);
// print("shift",data2);
}
void HCHOSample() {
A0_volt = 0;
// clear voltage
for(j=0;j<10;j++) { A0_volt+=(double)analogRead(HCHO_S);delay(1); } //sum 10 values over 10 ms
A0_volt = (A0_volt/10.0) * 3.3 / 4096.0; // average and convert read voltages
A0_mvolt = (int)( A0_volt * 1000 );
// convert V to mV
vHCHO[30] = 3125.0*A0_volt-1250.0; // convert to ppb
}
void HCHOProcess() {
int k;
A0_volt=0;
for(k=0;k<15;k++) { A0_volt += kaiser[k]*(vHCHO[k]+vHCHO[30-k]); }
A0_volt += kaiser[15]*vHCHO[15];
A0_volt *= 1.02;
if( A0_volt < 5000 ) { data[HCHO] = A0_volt; }
else { data[HCHO] = 5001; }
}
void CoreC() {
readAllBytes(); // read data from the VOC sensor
if( status == 0 ) { data[VOC] = (1.0) * (double)tvoc; }
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// save the read value

else if( status == 0x80 || status == 0x10 || status == 0x01) { data[VOC] = 111; } //send 111 if
warming up
else { data[VOC] = 101; } // send 101 if sensor not found
}
void Scd30() {
if( SCD_connected ) {
if( SCD.dataAvailable() ) {
data[temp_F] = (115.0/125.0) * toF(SCD.getTemperature());
data[CO2] = (1.125) * (double)SCD.getCO2();
}
}
}
void Bme280() {
if( BME_connected ) {
data[temp_C] = toC( (115.0/125.0) * toF(bme.readTemperature()) );
data[pressure] = (double)bme.readPressure()/100;
data[humidity] = bme.readHumidity()+10;
}
}
void Sps30() {
if( SPS.dataAvailable() ) {
SPS.getMass(mass_concen);
// read values from sensor
data[cPM1] = mass_concen[0]; // save PM1
data[cPM2_5] = mass_concen[1]; // save PM2.5
data[cPM4] = mass_concen[2]; // save PM4
data[cPM10] = mass_concen[3]; // save PM10
}
}
void TempAvg() {
if( SCD_connected && BME_connected ) {
Ctemp_avg = ( data[temp_C] + toC(data[temp_F]) ) /2;
data[temp_C] = Ctemp_avg;
data[temp_F] = toF(Ctemp_avg);
}
else if ( SCD_connected ) { data[temp_C] = toC(data[temp_F]); }
else if (BME_connected ) { data[temp_F] = toF(data[temp_C]); }
}
void readAllBytes() {
Wire.requestFrom(vocaddress, 9); //Request the 9 bytes of data then parse
predict = (Wire.read()<< 8 | Wire.read()); //predicted value of CO2 based on VOCs
status = Wire.read();
resistance = (Wire.read()& 0x00)| (Wire.read()<<16)| (Wire.read()<<8| Wire.read());
tvoc = (Wire.read()<<8 | Wire.read());
}

bool range=true;
double value=0.0001;
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int gpsUpdate() {
if(GPS_connected) { //if the GPS is connected...
// read the GPS and encode it into the parser
while( myI2CGPS.available() ) { gps.encode(myI2CGPS.read()); }
if( gps.time.isUpdated() ) {
//If the GPS has sent new data
if( gps.location.isValid() ) { // and the data is valid
lat = (double) gps.location.lat();
// get the latitude
lng = (double) gps.location.lng();
// get the longitude
char g[50]; sprintf(g,"%2.5f,%2.5f",lat,lng); // create the data packet
Particle.publish("GPS",g,PRIVATE,WITH_ACK); // send the data packet
GPS_count=0;
return 0; //return success
}
else { // if GPS has sent data but its not valid
GPS_count++;
Particle.publish("!Valid","GPS location not yet valid");
if(GPS_count>9) {
GPS_count=0;
if(lat!=0 && lng!=0) {
value = (double)((range)?0.00001:0.0);
char g[50]; sprintf(g,"%2.5f,%2.5f",lat+value,lng); // create the data packet
Particle.publish("GPS",g,PRIVATE,WITH_ACK); // send the data packet
range=!range;
}
}
return 0;
}
}
}
return 1; // if the GPS is not connected or the data has not updated then return failure
}
void print( String name, String data ) { Particle.publish(name,data); } // Shortening of Particle.publish
int ledToggle(String command) { digitalWrite(led, digitalRead(led)^1 ); return digitalRead(led); }
//toggle the built in LED
int RST_DVC(String command) { rst = true; return rst; } // set the resetting (quick) bit
int SLP_DVC(String command) { slp = true; return slp; } // set the sleep (full reset) bit
float toF(float value) { return value*(9.0/5.0) + 32.0; } // convert to Farenheit
float toC(float value) { return (5.0/9.0)*(value-32.0); } // convert to Celcius
int utcSet( String command ) { t_zone = atoi(command); return t_zone; } // set the UTC zone
int utcGet( String command ) { return t_zone; } //retreave the previously set UTC zone
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Appendix L
MICROPROCESSOR DATASHEET
Particle Electron:
https://docs.particle.io/datasheets/cellular/electron-datasheet/
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Appendix M
SENSOR DATA SHEETS
SCD30:
https://www.digikey.com/product-detail/en/sensirion-ag/SCD30/1649-1098-ND/8445334
SPS30:
https://www.digikey.com/product-detail/en/sensirion-ag/SPS30/1649-1106ND/?utm_adgroup=Sensors%20&%20Transducers
Core C:
https://ams.com/iaq-core-c
BME280:
https://protosupplies.com/product/gy-bme280-pressure-humidity-temperature-sensormodule/
XA1110:
https://www.sparkfun.com/products/14414
Gravity HCHO:
https://www.dfrobot.com/product-1574.html
WIKI: https://wiki.dfrobot.com/Gravity__HCHO_Sensor_SKU__SEN0231
Adafruit PowerBoost 1000 Charger:
https://www.adafruit.com/product/2465?gclid=EAIaIQobChMI7OnK3cvi5QIVqvfjBx1u
WgqcEAQYASABEgIq9_D_BwE
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